
Hello, Lee and Marina!
I received your letter today after returning from work. I am answering it im-

mediately, as I am overflowing with joy .

	

I am already going to school .

	

I am study
ing in my second year.

	

Tomorrow I will go to work for the last time--I quit because
I am studying in the daytime, with separation from production .

Marina, you won't regret if you subscribe to "Izvestia" with a Sunday Supplement,
"Nedelya" instead of "Sovietskaya Belorussia." There is much of interest in this
supplement because it is large in volume, approximately equal to ten newspapers . It
contains some interesting stories, too . Apparently, you will receive magazines in
the nearest future .

	

The fact of the matter is that I sent them not via airmail (they
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are rather heavy for airmail) but by boat.

	

So you will get them soon.

	

I prepared
another lot of magazines .

	

I'll send them tomorrow.

	

I have not yet received books
in two packages which Lee sent me but, apparently he only sent them a short time
ago ; therefore, they have not had time to arrive .

	

I think they will come soon.
By the way, Marina, please send me in a letter some technical article from the press

about space ship "Mariner 2."

	

1 would like to know about it in more detail .
The incident of the crocodiles about which you wrote me is rather amusing ; I like

it. It even somehow resembles an anecdote ; such an unexpected event . Marina you
should not tell me that you are unable to fix the record player ; we are not speaking
of repairs, just a remodeling . It's too bad that there are no uniform standards in
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the world for the most important things .

	

In Europe 50 cycles originated in Germany
and in your hemisphere 60 cycles- (originated) in America .

	

The easiest thing would
be to buy a small motor which would resemble ours in construction and size and to
put it into that box .

Lee could do metal work better than 1 ; after all I was a metal worker for only
eight months . (This should only be done in extreme case.) The speed of revolution
may not coincide, and then you will have to match diameters of bushings just the
same.

	

For the beginning try to take off from the axle of the motor a small brass
bushing.

	

(A drawing of a motor follows with the following designations from top
to bottom : bushing, notch to prevent sliding, axle of the rotor, motor .

	

There is an-
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other statement in brackets .

	

"The dotted line shows that axle is going through the
entire bushing.")

So if you take it off, the speed of revolution of the disk will be diminished. I
don't remember exactly the brand of your record player but if it is the most common
its motor should be of this construction .
Marina, you are asking what kind of weather we have in Minsk. It is good for

Fall but generally it's better than summer in the daytime .

	

We had an exceptionally
bad summer this year.

	

We had snow in June exactly like the saying goes, "The snow
on your head."

	

Marina, you know that people write about the weather basically for
two reasong : When there is no great desire to write, and when there is nothing to



write about except the weather. They write in such cases : "and the weather
here. . . . (good or bad) ." And further on : "the sun is shining (or it rains) ."
That's why I personally do not like very much to write about the weather.

I promised in this letter to send you Zhanna's address .

	

Here is her address : Lenin-
grad, Novgorodskaya street, Number 14, apt. 3, Zhanna Shishkova .
By the way, Marina, try to explain to Paul, that the basic idea of Pogodin's play

"A Man With the Rifle," is contained in words : "Now we do not have to fear a man
with the rifle ." This, as doctors say, is a quintessence. Thank you for sending me
several numbers of "Amerika" ; they will come soon . But if you want to see the
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magazine "Amerika" very badly, you can see it here ; but you know "Amerika," just
as the magazine "Soviet Union" (USSR) are not ordinary weekly magazines .

	

From
the beginning these magazines are pKepared for abroad (for export) .

	

I would prefer
to get from you the technical ones (of the type of our magazines "Knowledge Is
Power," "Technology For Youth"), radio technical ones and the ordinary weekly
magazines of the "LIFE" type, i .e ., like our "Ogonek ."
Goodbye, I am waiting for your letters

(Signed) Pavel
9-16-62
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